**Textile Pads**

**Blue/White Magic/Brush**

**Application area**
- Machine-assisted floor cleaning
- Suitable for different types of machines
- White Magic ideally suited for porcelain stoneware tiles
- Brush and Blue ideal for structured floors

We would be pleased to tailor individual pads to your size specifications to suit your scrubber dryer or single disc machine.

VERMOP textile pads for machine-assisted floor cleaning are available in our three proven textile material qualities Blue, White Magic and Brush. Here too, you can place your faith in VERMOP quality. The VERMOP pads are distinguished by high performance and durability. An investment that pays off – with improved cleaning results.

All the pads feature a core of plush material for optimum water absorption and stability. The pads are available with or without a hole. The standard pads are made on both sides of textile material with good cleaning properties (also available in a one-sided version) and are machine washable up to 60° C.

**Customer benefits**
- Three proven qualities to choose from
- Highly effective for excellent cleaning results
- High quality, robust for long product lifespan
- Tailored to your specifications if needed

**Pad disc Blue**
- Ø 43 cm, two-part, without hole
- Article code 8592
- Selling unit 1 pc.

**Pad disc Blue**
- Ø 43 cm, two-part, with hole
- Article code 8599
- Selling unit 1 pc.

**Pad disc White Magic**
- Ø 43 cm, two-part, without hole
- Article code 859713
- Selling unit 1 pc.

**Pad disc White Magic**
- Ø 43 cm, two-part, with hole
- Article code 859743
- Selling unit 1 pc.

**Pad disc Brush**
- Ø 43 cm, two-part, without hole
- Article code 858913
- Selling unit 1 pc.

**Pad disc Brush**
- Ø 43 cm, two-part, with hole
- Article code 858943
- Selling unit 1 pc.